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The pilot wave theory is a hidden-variable theory.Consequently: the theory has realism (meaning that its
concepts exist independently of the observer); the theory has determinism.; The positions of the particles are
considered to be the hidden variables.
Pilot wave theory - Wikipedia
The amplitude of a wave may be constant (in which case the wave is a c.w. or continuous wave), or may be
modulated so as to vary with time and/or position. The outline of the variation in amplitude is called the
envelope of the wave. Mathematically, the modulated wave can be written in the form: (,) = (,) â•¡ (âˆ’ +)
,where (, ) is the amplitude envelope of the wave, is the wavenumber and is ...
Wave - Wikipedia
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Neets Module 10-Introduction to Wave Propagation
2 The need for new high-frequency, solid-state circuit design techniques has been recognized both by
micro-wave engineers and circuit designers.
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